Spring Professional Exam

The Spring Professional Certification Exam is designed to test and validate your understanding of and familiarity with:

- Container basics
- Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP)
- Data access and transactions
- Spring model-view-controller (MVC)

EXAM TOPICS

Topics included on this exam:

- Container (20%)
- AOP (8%)
- JDBC (4%)
- Transactions (8%)
- MVC (8%)
- Security (6%)
- REST (6%)
- JPA Spring Data (4%)
- Testing (4%)
- Boot Into (8%)
- Boot Autoconfig (8%)
- Boot Actuator (8%)
- Boot Testing (8%)

SKU
EDU-1202

EXAM LAUNCH DATE
May, 2019

EXAM FORMAT
Proctored, Multiple choice

NUMBER OF QUESTIONS
50

PASSING SCORE
76%

DURATION
90 minutes

RECOMMENDED TRAINING
Core Spring Course

MORE INFORMATION
For more information about other Pivotal Education offerings, please visit pivotal.io/education.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
By procuring these services, Customer agrees that the terms and conditions set forth here: https://pivotal.io/training/terms are incorporated by reference into this Exam Brief and shall govern the provision of Pivotal’s Services herein.

USE POLICY
Exam vouchers are designated to the named participant and are non-transferrable at any time. Candidate substitutions are not allowed.

DELIVERY POLICY
Certification Exams are remotely proctored and delivered online. Candidates are responsible for ensuring they meet the minimum system and test environment requirements outlined at the time of registration. Failure to meet the test requirements will result in forfeiting the exam attempt.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Exams may be rescheduled with the exam provider up to 24 hours prior to the scheduled exam session. Under no circumstances shall Customer be entitled to a credit or refund.

EXPIRATION POLICY
Exams must be taken within 90 calendar days of the exam date of purchase or the voucher issuance. Exam purchase and voucher expiration dates may not be extended. Failure to attend an exam or arrive at the designated start time will result in forfeiting the exam session and fee.

INVOICING SCHEDULE
Invoices are issued upon Pivotal’s receipt and approval of the Customer’s purchase order. Customer authorizes Pivotal to invoice for, and shall pay additional amounts related to, changes or exceptions to the Services. The Services described in this document are performed on a fixed price basis at the fees specified on the applicable Pivotal quote. For purchases made through the Pivotal Education Store, full payment is due at the time of purchase.